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appeal to scholars, analysts and graduate
students studying corruption, as well as
policymakers, business professionals and
executives seeking insights into the
characteristics of bribery and corruption
within different institutional settings.

CORRUPTION
1. Li, Shaomin
Bribery and corruption in weak
institutional environments: Connecting the
dots from a comparative perspective / by
Shaomin Li.. - Cambridge: CUP, 2019.
xii,260;
ISBN : 978-1-108-49289-8.
364.1323 L61B Q9
50944

** 1. Corruption 2. Corruption-Prevention
3. Bribery 4. Corporate governance 5.
Bribery-Prevention
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
2. Gereffi, Gary
Global value chains and development:
Redefining the contours of 21st century
capitalism / by Gary Gereffi.. - Cambridge:
CUP, 2019. xxii,474;
(Development trajectories in global value
chains).
ISBN : 978-1-108-47194-7.
338.9 G31G Q8
50945

Book Description: Drawing on twenty years
of research and observations, Li explains
how bribery and corruption are carried out
in countries with weak institutional
environments, and how these activities
become globalized. By distinguishing rulebased, relation-based and clan-based
governance, this book offers a novel
explanation to the age-old puzzle of why
some countries thrive despite corruption. It
also sheds lights on the symbiotic roles
corruption and anticorruption campaigns
play in maintaining dictatorships. Applying
cost-benefit analysis to different governance
environments, Li argues that as non-rulebased economies expand, the transition from
relying on private relationships to relying on
public rules is inevitable. However, by
highlighting the globalization of corruption
by non-rule-based countries, this book
warns against the potential threats and
consequences of bribery by powerful
dictatorial governments. This book will

Book Description: Globalization has
transformed how nations, firms and workers
compete in the international economy over
the past half century. This book by Gary
Gereffi, one of the founders of the global
value chains (GVC) framework, traces the
emergence of arguably the most influential
approach used to analyze globalization and
its impacts. It studies the conceptual
foundations of GVC analysis, the twin
1

pillars of 'governance' and 'upgrading', along
with detailed case studies of China, Mexico
and other emerging economies as main
beneficiaries
of
export-oriented
industrialization, and addresses potential
solutions to the deleterious impact of
globalization on workers and communities.

In this dynamic and incisive overview of the
European project from its beginnings,
Ashoka Mody convincingly demonstrates
that the tensions and flaws of the European
project were both baked-in and foreseen
from the beginning. He focuses on
personalities whose ambitious and relentless
push for integration led them to choose facts
and analysis consistent with their visions
and to dismiss warnings of turbulence. They
thus laid the seeds for disappointment.
Mody examines key moments when
contradictions
were
papered-over,
compromising the integrity of integration.
And throughout he shows how political and
economic leaders believed the stories they
told themselves about the inevitability of a
united Europe as a foundation of peace,
prosperity, and democratic ideals, even in
the face of warnings from the earliest stages
that while the political pillars seemed
strong, the economic foundations were
weak.
Mody compellingly shows how monetary
union impaired European integration rather
than enhancing it. European countries have
always has vastly different economic
conditions, and the common currency
increased divergences rather than smoothing
them, as many analysts warned at the time.
The economic, financial, and political
pathologies of the euro were there from the
beginning, even if the global economic
boom hid them. With political and economic
elites benefitting, they could ignore the
growing the discontent of those who
suffered and the growing antipathy to the
European project in national heartlands.
When crisis inevitably hit, leaders denied,
delayed, and took half-measures that only
further alienated people. And if once the
inability to deliver on the economic promise
caused the political handicaps to worsen,
now the political splintering is making it
harder to mount an economic response.

** 1. Economic development 2. Industries
3. Technological innovations-Economic
aspects 4. Industries.
ECONOMIC INTEGRATION
3. Mody, Ashoka
Euro tragedy: A drama in nine acts / by
Ashoka Mody.. - New Delhi: OUP, 2018.
xix,651;
South asia edition.
ISBN : 978-0-19-006766-3.
337.1 M72E Q8
50935

Book Description: The promise of the
European pursuit of ever closer union
created tremendous optimism that conflict
was the past and harmony would be the
future. The enthusiasm for economic
integration and monetary union, through the
Euro, enhanced the confidence that
differences among countries could be
overcome.

** 1. Economic integration 2.
International economics 3. Europe 4.
Currency
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ENERGY

** 1. Energy 2. Energy policy 3. Public
theology 4. Anthropology 5. Biofuel energy

4. In search of good energy policy / edited
by Marc Ozawa and ...[et al.].. Cambridge: CUP, 2019. xxx,358;
ISBN : 978-1-108-45546-6.
333.79 Oz1I Q9
50946

FOREIGN INVESTMENT
5. Ranjan, Prabhash
India and bilateral investment treaties:
Refusal, acceptance, backlash / by
Prabhash Ranjan.. - New Delhi: OUP,
2019. xxxiii,379;
ISBN : 978-0-19-949374-6
346.092 R16I Q9
50936

Book Description: Drawing on political
science, economics, philosophy, theology,
social anthropology, history, management
studies, law, and other subject areas, In
Search of Good Energy Policy brings
together leading academics from across the
social sciences and humanities to offer an
innovative look at why science and
technology, and the type of quantification
they champion, cannot alone meet the needs
of energy policy making in the future.
Featuring world-class researchers from the
University of Cambridge and other leading
universities around the world, this
innovative
book
presents
an
interdisciplinary dialogue in which scientists
and practitioners reach across institutional
divides to offer their perspectives on the
relevance of multi-disciplinary research for
'real world' application. This work should be
read by anyone interested in understanding
how
multidisciplinary
research
and
collaboration is essential to crafting good
energy policy.

As a consequence of
being sued by more than 20 foreign
investors, India terminated close to 60
investment treaties and adopted a new
Model Bilateral Investment Treaty (BIT)
purportedly to balance investment protection
with the host State’s right to regulate. This
book is a critical study of India’s approach
towards BITs and traces their origin,
evolution, and the current state of play. It
does so by locating them in India’s
economic policy in general and policy
towards foreign investment in particular.
India’s approach towards BITs and policy
towards foreign investment were consistent
with each other in the periods of economic
nationalism (1947–1990) and economic
liberalism (1991–2010). However, post
2010, India’s approach to BITs has become
protectionist while India’s foreign
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investment policy continues to be liberal. To
balance investment protection with the
State’s right to regulate, India needs to
evolve its BIT practice based on the twin
framework of international rule of law and
embedded liberalism.

of principles and corresponding tax settings
that countries may apply to cross-border
income derived by, through, or from a trust.
It also identifies international mismatches
between tax settings and purely domestic
design irregularities that cause anomalous
double- or non-taxation, and proposes an
approach to tax design that recognises the
policy functions (including anti-avoidance)
of particular rules, the relative priority of
different tax claims, the fiscal sovereignty of
each country, and the respective roles of
national laws and tax treaties. Finally, the
book includes consideration of BEPS
reforms, including the transparent entity
clause of the OECD Model Tax Treaty.

** 1. Foreign investment 2. Foreign
investment-International law 3. Economic
policy 4. Bilateral investment treaty(BIT) 5.
Foreign relations.
LAW
6. Brabazon, Mark
International taxation of trust income:
Principles, planning and design / by Mark
Brabazon.. - Cambridge: CUP, 2019.
xlvi,369;
(Cambridge Tax Law Series).
ISBN : 978-1-108-49225-6.
343.064 B72I Q9
50933

** 1. Law 2. International taxation 3.
Taxation-Law and legislation 4. Trusts 5.
Treaties
7. Constitutions in times of financial crisis
/ edited by Tom Ginsburg, Mark D. Rosen,
Georg Vanberg.. - Cambridge: CUP, 2019.
xi,330;
(Comparative constitutional law and
policy).
ISBN : 978-1-108-49229-4.
342.009 G43C Q9
50931

Book
Description:
In International
Taxation of Trust Income, Mark Brabazon
establishes the study of international
taxation of trust income as a globally
coherent subject. Covering the international
tax settings of Australia, New Zealand, the
UK, and the US, and their taxation of
grantors/settlors, beneficiaries, trusts, and
trust distributions, the book identifies a set

Book Description: Many constitutions
include provisions intended to limit the
discretion of governments in economic
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policy. In times of financial crises, such
provisions often come under pressure as a
result of calls for exceptional responses to
crisis situations. This volume assesses the
ability of constitutional orders all over the
world to cope with financial crises, and the
demands for emergency powers that
typically accompany them. Bringing
together a variety of perspectives from legal
scholars, economists, and political scientists,
this volume traces the long-run implications
of financial crises for constitutional order. In
exploring the theoretical and practical
problems raised by the constitutionalization
of economic policy during times of severe
crisis, this volume showcases an array of
constitutional design options and the ways
they channel governmental responses to
emergency.

Book Description: A globe-spanning group
of leading law and finance scholars bring
together
cutting-edge
research
to
comprehensively examine the challenges
legislators face in regulating related party
transactions in a socially beneficial way.
Combining theoretical analysis of the
foundations of efficient regulation with
empirical and comparative studies, readers
are invited to draw their own conclusions on
which regulatory responses work best under
differing circumstances. The careful
selection of surveyed jurisdictions offers indepth insight into a broad variety of
regulatory
strategies
and
their
interdependence with socioeconomic and
political conditions. This work should be
read by scholars, policymakers, and
graduate students interested in a critical,
much-debated area of corporate governance.

** 1. Law 2. Constitutional law 3. War and
emergency legislation 4. Financial crisesGovernment policy 5. Global financial
crisis.

** 1. Law 2. Corporate governance 3.
Related party transactions 4. Corporate
governance-Law and legislation.

8. Law and finance of related party
transactions / edited by Luca Enriques and
Tobias H. Troger.. - Cambridge: CUP,
2019. x,528;
(International corporate law and financial
market regulation).
ISBN : 978-1-108-42928-3.
346.07 En7L Q9
50934

9. Lessons from the clean air act: Building
durability and adaptability into US climate
and energy policy / edited by Ann Carlson
and Dallas Burtraw.. - Cambridge: CUP,
2019. xiii,248;
ISBN : 978-1-108-43266-5
344.7304642 C21L Q9
50947
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Book Description: Climate and energy
policy needs to be durable and flexible to be
successful, but these two concepts often
seem to be in opposition. One venerable
institution where both ideas are apparent is
the Clean Air Act, first passed by the United
States Congress in 1963, with amendments
in 1970 and 1990. The Act is a living
institution that has been hugely successful in
improving the environment. It has programs
that reach across the entire economy,
regulating various sectors and pollutants in
different ways. This illuminating book
examines these successes - and failures with the aim to offer lessons for future
climate and energy policymaking in the US
at the federal and state level. It provides
critical information to legislators, regulators,
and scholars interested in understanding
environmental policymaking.

Book Description: What was once a
contested body of principles applied
peripherally to the international settlement
of expropriation disputes has been
transformed and in its place now stands an
important area of international disputes
practice. International Investment Law and
Arbitration
offers
a
comprehensive
introduction to the subject. Presenting the
facts of daily legal practice and the largely
unaltered aims of the subject alongside a
broad selection of key awards and original
materials, historical developments are
discussed in the context of the changing
directions in the arbitral jurisprudence and
current treaty and arbitration reform debate.
Key features: accessible and engaging
commentary integrated throughout, end of
chapter questions test reader understanding,
further reading lists support and encourage
exploration of the subject. Suitable for
postgraduate law students studying modules
on international investment arbitration,
International
Investment
Law
and
Arbitration
offers
an
indispensable
introduction to the subject.

** 1. Law 2. Clean air act 3. Air pollutionLaw and legislation 4. Air quality
management 5. Climatic changesGovernment policy-United states 6. Energy
policy 7. Air pollution-Law and legislationCompliance costs.
10. Lim, Chin Leng
International investment law and
arbitration: Commentary, awards and
other materials / by Chin Leng Lim, Jean
Ho, Martins Paparinskis.. - Cambridge:
CUP, 2019. xliv,536;
ISBN : 978-1-316-63220-8.
346.092 L62I Q8
50932

** 1. Law 2. Foreign investments 3.
International law 4. International
commercial arbitration 5. Foreign
investments-Law and legislation
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data for many of the productivity and
efficiency estimators discussed in the book.
It will be valuable to upper-level
undergraduates, graduate students, and
professionals.

MANAGEMENT
11. Sickles, Robin C.
Measurement of productivity and
efficiency: Theory and practice / by Robin
C. Sickles and Valentin Zelenyuk.. Cambridge: CUP, 2019. xxviii,601;
ISBN : 978-1-107-68765-3.
658.515 Si1M Q9
50948

** 1. Management 2. Labor productivityMeasurement 3. Industrial efficiencyMeasurement 4. Performance management
5. Industrial efficiency-Mathematical
models
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
12. Performance budgeting reform:
Theories and international practices /
edited by Alfred Tat- Kei Ho, Maarten De
Jong, Zaozao Zhao.. - London: Routledge,
2019. xvi,316;
ISBN : 978-1-138-48329-3
352.48 H65P Q9
50937

Book
Description:
Methods
and
perspectives to model and measure
productivity and efficiency have made a
number of important advances in the last
decade. Using the standard and innovative
formulations of the theory and practice of
efficiency and productivity measurement,
Robin C. Sickles and Valentin Zelenyuk
provide a comprehensive approach to
productivity and efficiency analysis,
covering its theoretical underpinnings and
its empirical implementation, paying
particular attention to the implications of
neoclassical economic theory. A distinct
feature of the book is that it presents a wide
array of theoretical and empirical methods
utilized by researchers and practitioners who
study productivity issues. An accompanying
website includes methods, programming
codes that can be used with widely available
software like MATLAB® and R, and test

Book Description: Using theoretical
frameworks to explore the political,
organizational, and cultural dynamics of
performance budgeting, this book examines
the adoption of performance budgeting in a
variety of countries, how it has been
implemented, and why it succeeded or
failed. Chapters include case studies from a
wide range of continents and regions
including the U.S., Africa, Asia, Australia,
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Europe, Latin America, and the Middle
East. Each case study pays careful attention
to the unique historical, political, and
cultural contexts of reform and closely
examines how performance informed the
budgetary process.
Chapters investigate theory-driven analysis,
focusing on common themes related to
international policy diffusion, organizational
change, stakeholder politics and gaming,
communication
and
information
management, principal–agent dynamics, and
institutional
constraints.
Contributors
include both scholars and seasoned
practitioners with extensive experience in
implementing or advising performance
budgeting reforms. With emphases on both
theories and practices, this book is written
for graduate courses in public budgeting and
comparative
public
administration,
providing theoretical insights into budgeting
reforms in developing countries, as well as
practice-relevant
and
actionable
recommendations for current and future
policymakers and budget reformers.

Book Description: Economists commit a
category mistake when they treat democratic
governments as indebted. Monarchs can be
indebted, as can individuals. In contrast,
democracies can't truly be indebted. They
are financial intermediaries that form a
bridge between what are often willing
borrowers and forced lenders. The language
of public debt is an ideological language
that promotes politically expressed desires
and is not a scientific language that clarifies
the practice of public finance. Economists
have gone astray by assuming that a
government is just another person whose
impulses toward prudent action will restrict
recourse to public debt and induce rational
political action.

** 1. Public administration 2. Budget 3.
Budgeting reform 4. Financial
management
PUBLIC DEBT
13. Wagner, Richard E.

** 1. Public debt 2. Public finance 3.
Fiscal policy 4. Political economy

Public debt as a form of public finance:
Overcoming a category mistake and its
vices / by Richard E. Wagner.. Cambridge: CUP, 2019. 60;
(Elements in austrian economics)
Cambridge elements.
ISBN : 978-1-108-73589-6.
336.34 W42P Q9
50949

SOCIAL POLICY
14. Lindert, Peter H.
Welfare states: Achievements and threats /
by Peter H. Lindert.. - Cambridge: CUP,
2019. 44;
(Elements in public economics)
Cambridge elements.
ISBN : 978-1-108-46433-8.
361.65 L64W Q9
50950
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Book Description: The traditionally, and
wrongly, imagined vulnerabilities of the
welfare state are economic. The true threats
are demographic and political. The most
frequently imagined threat is that the
welfare state package reduces the level and
growth of GDP. It does not, according to
broad historical patterns and nonexperimental panel econometrics. Largebudget welfare states achieve a host of
social improvements without any clear loss
of GDP. This Element elaborates on how
this 'free lunch' is gained in practice. Other
threats to the welfare state are more real,
however. One is the rise of anti-immigrant
backlash. If combined with heavy refugee
inflows, this could destroy future public
support for universalist welfare state
programs, even though they seem to remain
economically sound. The other is that
population aging poses a serious problem
for financing old age. Pension deficits
threaten to crowd out more productive social
spending. Only a few countries have faced
this issue well.
** 1. Social policy 2. Welfare states 3.
Welfare states-Political aspects.
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Indian economy: Performance and policies / by B.K.
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Sons (P) Ltd, 2002. 540;
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330.954 B46I P2
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** 1. Economic development 2. Economic policy 3.
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2. Gujarat, Govt of
Appropriation accounts 2017-18
Ahmedabad: C.A.G.. I. Title
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/
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-
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